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Abstract: Modern communication systems are rapidly increasing in complexity fueled by high customer demand for data-

rich media streaming over the airwaves. With limited, and sometimes fragmented, available spectrum, very complex 

modulation schemes with relatively high signal bandwidth are used to be able to “pack” such high data contents for 

wireless streaming. As a result, tremendous pressure is now put on RFIC designers to deliver 

circuits that can handle such complex modulation and maintain the required high signal 

integrity while still be power efficient. This talk walks the audience through design 

challenges and considerations for high-efficiency transmitters and what areas of research are 

needed to enable and enhance such circuits moving forward. A dual band digital transmitter 

supporting WiFi 802.11 a/b/g/n is used as a design example of a potential technique to 

address some of the highlighted issues. The design uses a digital-OR function to combine I 

and Q digital signals, which cuts the PA core size by half for the same output power. The 

resulting diamond-shape profile shows smaller die area and better PA efficiency due to 

reduced parasitics. The TX achieves an MCS7 HT40 output power of 18.6dBm/17.8dBm for 

2.4GHz/5.5GHz bands with 3dB margin on the IEEE emission mask requirement. The entire 

digital PA core efficiency exceeds 14% for both bands. Circuits are implemented in 40nm 

CMOS. 
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